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Multiple stressors are increasingly affecting organisms and communities, thereby

modifying ecosystems’ state and functioning. Raising awareness about the threat from

multiple stressors has increased the number of experimental and observational studies

specifically addressing consequences of stressor interactions on biota. Most studies

measure the direct effects of multiple stressors and their interactions on biological

endpoints such as abundance, biomass, or diversity of target organisms. This yields

invaluable information for the management and restoration of stressed ecosystems.

However, as we argue in our perspective paper, this common approach ignores a

fundamental characteristic of communities and ecosystems, i.e., that organisms in

ecosystems are interlinked by biotic interactions in ecological networks. Examples from

the literature show that biotic interactions can modify stressor effects, transfer stressor

effects to distant groups of organisms, and create new stressor interactions. These

examples also suggest that changes in biotic interactions can have effects of similar

or greater magnitude than direct stressor effects. We provide a perspective on how to

include network characteristics and biotic interactions into analyses of multiple-stressor

effects on ecosystems. Our approach can also make use of biomonitoring data produced

with established and intercalibratedmethods, and can combine it with novel metrics used

to describe the functioning of ecosystems, such as trait information or stable-isotope

measurements. The insights on network-mediated effects gained via the approach

we propose can substantially increase mechanistic understanding of multiple-stressor

effects, and in turn, the efficiency of ecosystem management and restoration.

Keywords: anthropogenic stressors, biotic communities, biotic interactions, ecosystem restoration, food webs,

statistical modeling, structural equation modeling

INTRODUCTION

Anthropogenic stressors affecting organisms and ecosystems rarely occur in isolation. Multiple
stressors may interact in their effects on the biota, and complicate understanding and assessment of
anthropogenic impacts on ecosystems (Folt et al., 1999; Vinebrooke et al., 2004), thus challenging
ecosystem management and restoration (Côté et al., 2016). Global sources of stressors, e.g., climate
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change, may interact with local stressors such as habitat loss,
invasive species, harvesting, and pollution, together affecting
most ecosystems (e.g., Allan, 2004). Cumulative effects of
multiple stressors on organisms, communities, and ecosystems
are difficult to predict because exposure, sensitivity, and
adaptability to a given environmental stressor are modified by
the effects of other stressors (Vinebrooke et al., 2004). Awareness
of these challenges has markedly raised interest and activity
in this research field in the last two decades, thus slowly
reducing the knowledge gap. Yet, one of the greatest challenges
to assess, understand, and predict the impact of multiple stressors
on communities and ecosystems arises from stressor effects
mediated and modified by biotic interactions (Rosenblatt et al.,
2017; Seibold et al., 2018).

Most multiple-stressor experiments and impact assessments
focus on species or groups of species as independent endpoints
of analyses and correlate metrics describing them with stressor
intensities in univariate analyses. However, biotic interactions
are relevant for multi-stressed ecosystems because they mediate
indirect effects of a stressor which can interact with the direct
or indirect effects of other stressors (Schuwirth and Reichert,
2013; Bruder et al., 2017). Assessing biotic interactions is also
indispensable for investigating changes in ecosystem functioning
in response to stressors (Gray et al., 2014), e.g., in the use as
functional indicators (Woodward et al., 2012). The intensity
of biotic interactions is the result of abundance, biomass, and
phenotype of interacting species, which can all be affected by
stressors. Studies focusing on trophic interactions have revealed
food-web mediated effects of multiple stressors (see examples
below), but non-trophic interactions, such as facilitation and
competition (Brooks and Crowe, 2018), and pollinator-plant
interactions (Raitif et al., 2019), are also affected by multiple
stressors with consequences at the ecosystem level. Accounting
for biotic interactions is also paramount to elucidate their
role compared to that of environmental factors (including
stressors), and the interdependencies between the two in shaping
communities and ecosystems (Schuwirth et al., 2016; Cadotte and
Tucker, 2017; Seibold et al., 2018).

Species in communities are connected via a network of
biotic interactions—both trophic and non-trophic interactions
(Figure 1)—which as a whole determine ecosystem functioning
and vulnerability, with implications for management (Tylianakis
et al., 2010; Harvey et al., 2017; Seibold et al., 2018). The
impact of multiple stressors on communities and ecosystems
depends on the structure of ecological networks, and on the
positions and roles of affected species therein (Table 1; Montoya
et al., 2006). Network characteristics such as connectance (i.e.,
the proportion of realized out of all possible interactions) and
modularity (degree to which species form distinct clusters of
tightly interacting nodes) are relevant for network stability, and
the impacts and spread of stressor effects (Kortsch et al., 2015).
Quantifying and testing these and other network characteristics
(Gray et al., 2014; Lau et al., 2017) in addition to specific biotic
interactions may thus yield crucial information about impact
of and vulnerability to multiple stressors not only for the parts
(e.g., species and biotic interactions), but for the ecosystem as
a whole.

Statistical approaches to simultaneously quantify direct
and indirect stressor effects as well as biotic interactions in
complex communities and food webs have been developed and
applied in multiple-stressor studies. Among them, structural
equation modeling (SEM; Grace, 2006; Grace et al., 2010)
is a powerful approach to investigate effects mediated by
complex causal structures, and to test the direction and
magnitude of the relationships specified by hypothesized
causal links between multiple stressors and interacting species
(see also Supplementary Material). SEM may thus yield
valuable mechanistic understanding of multiple-stressor effects
in ecological networks and communities (Grace et al., 2016).
Other empirical modeling tools that may be used to address
the combined effects of multiple stressors and biotic interactions
include state-space models, appropriate when time-series data
is available (Tett et al., 2013), and ecological network analyses
(reviewed in Lau et al., 2017), which allow to address whole-
ecosystem responses for highly resolved food webs (Fu et al.,
2018). Mechanistic models have also proven useful in analyzing
data from observational multiple-stressor studies (Schuwirth
et al., 2016). We believe that embracing ecological network
theory, and using statistical approaches that allow testing and
quantifying effects mediated by biotic interactions and network
characteristics would greatly benefit research and management
of communities and ecosystems exposed to multiple stressors.

APPLICATIONS OF THE NETWORK
PERSPECTIVE IN
MULTIPLE-STRESSOR RESEARCH

Biotic interactions addressed in multiple-stressor studies may
span from two-species systems to entire communities containing
hundreds of species. System simplifications are often required in
experimental studies (Figure 1, discussed below) and might lead
to more robust analyses of direct and indirect causal pathways,
whereas assessments of complete ecological networks might
yield crucial understanding of ecosystem-level perturbations
(Figure 1 inset). Here, we illustrate how biotic interactions
might be included in multiple-stressors studies on two scales
of complexity, (i) on simplifications of the network aiming at
resolving causal pathways and measuring processes in detail, and
(ii) on assessments of complex food webs aimed at analyzing
energy pathways and network characteristics.

Experimental Studies of Food-Web
Mediated Stressor Effects
Field experiments yield important insights into how multiple
stressors may affect real ecosystems. Working on a land-use
gradient in boreal streams, Frainer and McKie (2015) analyzed
how land use affects the detritivorous invertebrate community
and leaf litter decomposition rates. Their SEM analyses revealed
indirect effects of agricultural stressors on decomposition rates
of birch litter (Betula pendula) mediated by changes in the
density, functional composition, and functional diversity of
the invertebrate community. Their results also indicated that
indirect stressor effects had similar magnitudes as direct effects.
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FIGURE 1 | A simplified representation of biotic interactions in a stream food web based on leaf litter (left-hand pathway) and periphyton (right-hand pathway), and

affected by multiple stressors (represented by stressors S1 and S2). Black arrows (a,b) represent trophic interactions with top-down effects on resources, with (b)

showing the use of a secondary resource by a consumer with a certain degree of omnivory. The blue arrow (c) represents a trophic interaction with bottom-up effects

on the consumer. The orange arrow (d) represents an indirect consequence of trophic interactions, e.g., cascading effects or trait-mediated effects, whereas the

green arrow (e) represents non-trophic interactions, e.g., competition/facilitation among species in the same trophic level. Purple arrows represent multiple stressors

(S1 and S2) with effects on organism groups (i) and on interactions (ii), e.g., due to changes in foraging activity. The inset shows the complete network of species at

the site of which the large scheme is an extract or simplification as shown by the dotted box. Blue nodes (trophic level 1) in the inset represent basal resources

including autotroph and heterotroph microorganisms (e.g., fungi), green nodes (trophic level 2) represent invertebrates, and orange (trophic level 3), and red nodes

(trophic level 4) represent fish. Trophic interactions in the network are exemplified by continuous lines and non-trophic interactions by the dashed lines.

TABLE 1 | Examples of network characteristics (A), and characteristics of species in networks (B), and their attributes relevant for stressor effects.

Definition Relevance for stressor effects References

A) NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS

Connectance Proportion of realized interactions out of all possible

interactions

Resistance and resilience to perturbations [1, 2]

Distribution of interaction strength Frequency distribution of interaction strength, identity of

strong interactions

Fluxes of energy and nutrients [2–4]

Modularity Degree to which species form distinct clusters of tightly

interacting nodes

Resistance to perturbations; Fluxes of energy

and nutrients

[1, 4]

Diversity Species richness, functional diversity, etc. Adaptive capacity of communities and their

resistance to perturbations

[5–11]

Food-chain length Number of species directly connected by trophic links

from top predators to basal resources

Biomagnification of pollutants [12]

B) SPECIES CHARACTERISTICS

Trophic position Trophic position in the food web Cascading effects [1, 13–15]

Omnivory Resource use across trophic levels Fluxes of energy and nutrients [1, 4]

These characteristics may either change due to stressors or may infer resistance to stressors. Changes in these characteristics result in changes of abundance, biomass, and diversity

of organisms groups, or ecosystem processes, i.e., metrics commonly measured in multiple-stressor experiments and biomonitoring. See Lau et al. (2017) for an overview on network

characteristics and on modeling approaches for their analysis.

[1] Kortsch et al. (2015), [2] Tylianakis et al. (2007), [3] Bruder et al. (2017), [4] Schrama et al. (2017), [5] Alexander et al. (2016), [6] Bakker et al. (2013), [7] Bentivoglio et al. (2016), [8]

Brittain and Strecker (2018), [9] Frainer and McKie (2015), [10] Schuwirth et al. (2016), [11] Gardeström et al. (2016), [12] Borgå et al. (2001), [13] Fu et al. (2018), [14] (Alexander et al.,

2013), [15] (Rodrigues et al., 2018).
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Schuwirth et al. (2016) tested the effects of agricultural and urban
stressors on invertebrate communities using a mechanistic model
based on Bayesian inference (Schuwirth and Reichert, 2013),
and found that biotic interactions among invertebrate taxa (i.e.,
trophic interactions and competition) were more important in
explaining their occurrence at a given site than their sensitivity
to stressors.

The above examples are from field assessments, but
experiments in mesocosms are increasingly used to test
responses of communities to multiple stressors as they represent
a useful compromise between experimental control and
ecological realism (Stewart et al., 2013). Bruder et al. (2017)
tested the effects of agricultural stressors on stream food webs
in flow-through mesocosms. In their experiment, SEM revealed
an indirect negative effect of reduced flow on the condition of
juvenile brown trout (Salmo trutta) by lowering the abundance
of invertebrate prey. This effect interacted synergistically with
raising water temperatures (a direct stressor) in increasing fish
mortality. In a similar experiment, Rodrigues et al. (2018) used
SEM to quantify direct and indirect effects of an insecticide and
of invasive species on a stream food web. In their study, indirect
effects explained a positive effect of an invasive top-predator
(Louisiana crayfish, Procambarus clarkii) on algal growth
through cascading effects, and a positive effect of the insecticide
on invertebrate prey survival due to behavioral changes, which
reduced cues used by the predator.

Also in mesocosms, Alexander et al. (2013) tested the
interactions between an insecticide mixture, nutrient levels, and
predator identity on a stream food web. Using SEM, they found
that insecticide stress resulted in a significant cascading effect on
invertebrate abundance of lower trophic levels by alleviating the
effect of a stonefly predator (Agnetina spp.). Interestingly, this
top-down link was not detected in nutrient enriched treatments,
possibly because it was masked by a positive effect of nutrients
on biofilm-associated resources for the invertebrate community
(i.e., a bottom-up link). In mesocosms mimicking agricultural
ditches, Schrama et al. (2017) studied the effects of nutrients and
insecticides on resource use by invertebrates using stable-isotope
analysis. They found that grazers and detritivores preferentially
fed on animal remains in stressed conditions, which became
more available due to increased mortality, resulting in shifts in
resource use, trophic position, and food-chain length.

Energy Pathway and Network Analyses
Studies may analyse how network characteristics of food webs
change due to multiple stressors. For example, O’Gorman et al.
(2012) analyzed how intertidal communities are affected by the
addition of nitrogen and organic matter. Using generalized linear
models (GLM) they found that the two stressors had additive
effects on food-web connectance and mean food-chain length.
Using a highly resolved food web with 180 trophospecies and
1,546 trophic links, Kortsch et al. (2015) analyzed how the
addition of four generalist boreal fish species, which are moving
into the Arctic due to climate-driven poleward migration,
affect the structure of Arctic marine food webs. Their analyses
revealed that the incoming species increased connectance and
reduced modularity, resulting in a stronger benthic-pelagic link

in the food web. Finally, Fu et al. (2018) utilized four different
ecosystem models, including Ecopath with Ecosim (Christensen
and Walters, 2004), and Atlantis (Fulton et al., 2004), to assess
how fishing and primary productivity affect marine food webs
in various regions around the globe. They found that taxa
from lower trophic levels were more negatively affected by the
combined pressure of fishing and low productivity (i.e., low
phytoplankton biomass) than those from higher trophic levels.

DISCUSSION

Integrating a network perspective and biotic interactions into the
analysis of multiple-stressor experiments or impact assessments
provides crucial information on stressor effects on organisms,
communities, and ecosystem processes, and on their vulnerability
to further environmental change. Testing biotic interactions
explicitly may elucidate indirect stressor effects, which seem
common in most ecosystem types given the complexity of their
ecological network (Harvey et al., 2017). Accounting for biotic
interactions and network characteristics may also yield important
mechanistic information on the stressors’ mode of action. The
perspective we propose provides a foundation for simultaneous
quantitative estimates of alterations in taxonomic and functional
community composition due to multiple stressors, and their
consequences on ecosystem functioning (Figure 1). Excluding
these fundamental characteristics of biotic communities may
thus limit the interpretation and applicability of findings from
multiple-stressor analyses to research and management (see also
Gray et al., 2014).

Indirect stressor effects mediated by biotic interactions
are particularly relevant in a multiple-stressor context given
the potential of stressors to ripple through communities and
ecological networks, resulting in stressors interactions at distant
groups of organisms (see examples above). Stressors change the
availability of basal resources, consumer biomass, and behavioral
or morphological traits, all affecting the intensity of consumption
and energy flows (Brodin et al., 2014; Alexander et al., 2016;
Rodrigues et al., 2018). Stressors may also increase susceptibility
to infectious organisms (e.g., parasites; Studer and Poulin, 2013;
Hofmann et al., 2016), with potential knock-on effects on
host phenotype and ecological processes (Frainer et al., 2018).
Indirect stressor effects mediated by biotic interactions may then
interact with the effects of direct stressors and/or other indirect
stressors near the top (Bruder et al., 2017), and the bottom of food
webs (Alexander et al., 2016).

Biotic interactions also underlie masking effects that might
occur when measuring species as independent endpoints of the
analysis. Masking effects may be based on adaptation in resource
use by consumers when measuring their biomass (Alexander
et al., 2013), functional redundancy of consumers when
measuring resource use (Rodrigues et al., 2018), or cascading
effects across more than two trophic levels (Alexander et al., 2013;
Rodrigues et al., 2018). Masking may erroneously be interpreted
as organisms being insensitive or resistant toward the stressors.
The above examples involve trophic interactions but indirect
stressor effects may also be caused by non-trophic interactions.
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These may occur if stressors cause functional or density changes
in organisms, thus triggering trait or density-mediated alterations
of non-trophic interactions, e.g., competition and facilitation
(Clements et al., 1989; Brooks and Crowe, 2018; Rodrigues et al.,
2018). Specifically testing biotic interactions can reveal such
indirect stressor effects, novel stressor combinations, and their
ecosystem-level consequences.

Consequences of multiple stressors mediated by biotic
interactions can alter network characteristics of communities
due to changes in density, biomass, and/or traits of component
species (Table 1; Lau et al., 2017). Stressor effects may manifest
for instance as changes to network stability and its response to
additional stressors, all potentially affecting overall resource use,
fluxes of energy and nutrients, and other ecosystem processes
(Kortsch et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2018). In many cases, the data
available from experimental and observational studies, impact
assessments, and ecosystem management is insufficient to test all
network characteristics (Tylianakis et al., 2010). Knowledge on
interactions among all taxa would be required (e.g., on trophic
links established through gut-content or stable-isotope analyses;
Gray et al., 2014; Schuwirth et al., 2016), which is challenging
because the number of potential interactions and stressor
impacts increases exponentially with taxon richness considered
(Tylianakis et al., 2010; Lau et al., 2017). Interestingly, estimates
of connectance seem to saturate more rapidly with sampling
effort than most other network characteristics (Tylianakis et al.,
2010), and may provide a good starting point.

Whichever the most appropriate approach for data analysis,
reductions of the biological complexity of networks will often
be required (Figure 1; Schuwirth and Reichert, 2013; Frainer
et al., 2017). Possibilities include simplifying networks to few
key taxa and species interactions that are carefully quantified
(Gardeström et al., 2016; Bruder et al., 2017; Schrama et al.,
2017), pooling species into higher-order taxa, feeding guilds
or other functional attributes (Schuwirth et al., 2016; Schrama
et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2018), or characterizing species in a
multivariate space and utilizing one or few dimensions of that
space as the variable(s) describing the community (Frainer and
McKie, 2015). Obviously, such reductions have to be done with
caution and sufficient knowledge of the study system in order
to avoid oversimplification. Nevertheless, if done correctly, these

simplifications represent attractive compromises between data
availability and testing of relevant ecological questions.

Stressor effects may modify biotic interactions and network
characteristics of communities in multi-stressed ecosystems
and are thus relevant for biomonitoring (Gray et al., 2014)
and ecosystem management (Carvalho et al., 2019), but
also for ecotoxicology (Preston, 2002; Clements and Rohr,
2010; Segner et al., 2014; Nilsen et al., 2019). Although our
examples are mainly derived from aquatic ecosystems, the
findings and concepts we present are founded on ecological
theory and are thus transferable to most other ecosystems,
as exemplified by similar studies in grasslands (Grace et al.,
2016) and urban soils (Tresch et al., 2019). The perspective
and approaches we propose have the potential to yield
ecologically more complete findings and in turn to increase the
benefit from the resources invested in ecosystem assessment
and management.
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